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In this article, I'm going to cover SAP SYSTEM MONITORING Tcodes, For any basic administrator, a daily check of the juice monitoring system is an important task. We do daily health checks on our juice production system. SAP's daily monitoring system helps in two ways to prevent health checks- This health check helps prevent problems that may occur
in the near future. for example, let's say that in our daily SAP System monitoring, we will catch our database size by 99%, which means that at any time in the future the size of the DB will be complete, and this will lead to downtime. Regular health check-up is a regular health check that helps us solve everyday systemic problems. for example, we find that
most of the workflows in the SM50 are in PRIV/Stop mode, or that a user is taking all the system resources/memory. This problem can be solved immediately - Kill that user session and release the memory. I summarized below SAP SYSTEM Monitoring Tcodes, which are used in the daily monitoring system and what we check in that Tcode.SM51Check that
all application servers upAL08Review for unknown or different user identifiers and terminal. Take a look at the distribution of users on the SM12Lock Entry ListCheck servers for locks over one day. AnalyzeSM13Update Records Check all updates with status error, Update should be active. SM21Check LogCheck System LogCheck for: ErrorsST22ABAP
Dump AnalysisLook for excessive number of landfills Look for landfills of unusual natureSM37 Choose background jobs to view any cancelled or long-term jobsST02Check Swaps in the status of REDST06Check processor and memory UtilizationST03Workload: Analysis , Check for any zlt; Check SMH1 No. there is no queue, deregistration and queue
registration, there is no high number of stuck-message. queues, with registration and registration queues, High no stuck messageSOSTCheck failed Emails and faxes and analyzeSM58 Check failed TRFCs and analyzed DB01Analyze Exclusive LockwaitsOpens Diagnostics: Locks: Blocked Transactions in DBA Cockpit.DB02Tables and Indexes MonitorPs
Diagnostics: Missing Tables and Indices in DBA Cockpit.in DBA Cockpit.DB13CCentral DBA Planning Calendars Jobs: Central Calendar in DBA Cockpit.DB26DB Profile: Monitor and ConfigurationOpens Configuration: INI Files in DBA Cockpit.DB12DBA Backup LogsOpens Diagnostics: Backup Catalog in DBA CockpitDon will not miss my popular article
about SAP HANA thus, it will lead to system downtime, increasing the profitability of a business organization. Monitoring can focus on the ABAP stack (including database checks), Java Stack checks, and Oslevel. AbAP Check Stack : SM50 : (Process Review) This transaction code will be useful for viewing processes that are zlt/sid/zgt; is currently working in
sons. In this view, you can check if there are free workflows to run the processes. If all workflows are in a state of operation and the workflow is not idle, this means that the waiting time will increase for processes waiting in the dispatcher's queue, resulting in lower productivity. If you find that there are no free workprocceses for maximum time that you can
consider by increasing the number of workprocessors. How to increase the number of SM66 workflows : (Global Process Review) This transaction code will be useful for viewing processes that work in all instances/servers of SAP applications. Similar SM50 checks can be made in this transaction. SM51 : (App Server Status) This transaction code will be
useful for viewing all the name of the host names and the status of the application servers. If an application server doesn't work, the same can be determined by the server column state. We can also find out different types of messages (Dialog, Batch, Update, Upd2, Spool, ICM, etc.) customized for the respective servers. SM12 : (Lock Entry List) This
transaction code will be useful for viewing all sap locks that are present in the system. As part of the monitoring, we should look for any old juice locks that are more than 1 day. If such blockages exist, we should analyse the reason for this lock for such a long period of time and take appropriate action. The lock can be set for such a long period of time due to
long background work or the lock is not released due to an application or program error, which has been abruptly terminated, but the lock has not been released, etc. ST22 : (ABAP Dumps) This transaction code will be useful for viewing all abap landfills that occurred in the system on this day. As part of the daily monitoring, the base administrator is required
to analyze landfills and take the necessary measures to avoid problems. Some of the examples of abap landfills are timeout problem, database space problem, coil overflow problem, etc. SM21 : (System Log) This transaction is useful for viewing the sap system log for various operations. This journal will be very useful for identifying various problems in
advance and taking the necessary measures. System Log is the place to check for any timeout, network problems, problems with database space, message server problems, reel overflow, blocking overflow, etc. issues. For more information : SAP System Journal SM13 : (Update Request Review) This transaction is useful for getting upgrade system status.
Incase update is inactive we can figure out the same from this transaction and the necessary action may be and the update can be activated again. The update has been disabled. what is the reason for the deactivation of the update? How do I activate the update? The SM14 transaction can be triggered internally from SM13. These two transactions are
useful for administering updates. In B You can choose the status (cancelled, updated, v1 running, v2 running, all) and the time interval during which you would like to view the status to perform to check the review of updates according to the chosen status and time interval. If updates are canceled, you should analyze whether the update should be repeated.
ST02 : (Tune summary) This transaction will be used to monitor buffer statistics like hitratio, swaps, DB access details, buffer size and free buffer size, etc. In case you see there are more swaps and less hit ratios for most buffers, then tweak the buffers to be implemented to ensure optimal performance. DB12 (Reserve Logs) : This transaction is useful for
verifying the details of the last successful review of the backup of the database backup (success/failure of backup with log details) Archiving directory status (Free Oraarch) Review of redolog files (Number of redologs, that are not yet back up) review redolog backups (success/failure to back up with log details) DB13 (DBA Calendar Planning) : This deal will
be useful for scheduling various backups of the database and cleaning jobs like (the entire database is backed up offline/online, fully backed up online/offline, incremental backup offline/online, redlogized update statistics, check DB, cleanup logs, compress the database, check the database, initiate the tape and check the job structure). In this transaction,
you can also check the status of each job that was scheduled and can reschedule in the event of a failure. DB14 (DBA Operations Journal) : This transaction will be useful for checking the status of the following: Redolog backup database of BRSPACE magazine (expand question tables, etc.) BRCONNECT Operations (Statistics optimization updates,
database verification, etc.) As a sap based administrator it is our responsibility to check and ensure backups and other cleaning jobs are successful every day. Incase failures, must find out the root cause and take measures such as transfer and ensure these jobs are successful. SM37 : This transaction will be useful for reviewing jobs with different statuses.
As part of the daily monitoring, the SAP base administrator must this transaction to find cancelled jobs and active jobs (e.g.: a long run of more than 24 hours, etc.). Incase cancelled assignments, root causes for failure, to be cleared from the relevant job logs and be rescheduled, etc. Incase long-term jobs, we need to find out the cause of long-term work and
action them accordingly. In SM37, using an extended version of the choice of work, we we we even choose assignments based on state of start, steps (e.g. abap program, external team or external program), period, etc. how to identify long-term jobs in sap? How does the background job troubleshooting work for a long time in sap? ST04 (database alert logs
and performance) : This transaction will be useful for (oracle) database administration. On this screen, geto alert and drill on. Click on the Database Check button to find out about any database-related errors or warnings MISSING_STATISTICS STATS_TOO_OLD, LAST_BACKUP_FAILED and LAST_ARCHIVE_FAILED etc. After using an error or warning in
detail to take the necessary corrective actions based on the error, like running the update statistics again, re-running the backup, etc. Under Alerts, you can view the alert monitor that will generalize the state of the database under different heads, like managing the performance space of backup/recovery SAP health sequence to drill down each of them to
learn the potential problems. They are coded in color for admin convenience (red for bugs, yellow for alerts and green for OK status) For Eg: If the space of the PSAPSR3 table is 90%, you can see space management in red. The Basis administrator is then responsible for taking the necessary action on the same. SP01 : This transaction is useful to find out
the status of the coil request and the query withdrawal. In transcation, YOU can list coil requests or withdrawal requests between this interval. In the generated list, you can check the status of the queries on the reel and learn about any errors, by checking further. For example: if so many coils are on hold, find out if the output device is available or not. If many
coils are in error, find out if there is any network problem and take the necessary action. What are the different Spool statuses and their significance? If customers complain that they are unable to print anything from SAP, check to see if there are overflow coils. What is a reel overflow? How do I fix a coil overflow problem? SXI_Cache : This Tcode is specific to
the XI or PI system. This Tcode is used to find out if the cache is being updated or not. Incase, if the cache update is successful, it will indicate the same in green. Otherwise, it will be red, indicating a problem with the cache update. If there is a problem with the cache update, the base administrator should fix the problem the same. SLDCHECK: This Tcode
will be useful to find out whether the connection to the SLD system from the system on which you are testing is excellent or In case the connection is in order, all checks will appear in green. Incase any problems, it appears in red or yellow and then the based administrator needs troubleshooting and make sure the SLDCHECK is working normally. Ensuring
that SLDCHECK works is good to synchronize all systems in the landscape. SXI_MONITOR: It's This specific to the XI or PI system. This transaction will be useful for handling any errors or warnings when handling XI or PI messages. In case of any problems, this should be reported to the functional team and there should be troubleshooting accordingly with
the functional inputs of the command. DBO1 : This transaction code is useful for finding database locks that are present in the SAP system. As part of the daily monitoring, the SAP Basis administrator must find out if there are any long-term locks for more than 1 day, etc., and analyze the causes of the same. Sometimes, if programs/jobs were abruptly
terminated without deleting a database lock set, it would cause performance problems because other programs that needed that lock couldn't install, etc., and they had to wait indefinitely as those locks would not be released automatically. In the event of any lengthy pending lockdown, base administrators should contact the DBA team if any dfigure of the
causes of these locks and actions is accordingly Jack Stack Checks : Please contact the below links, to understand the Daily Java Monitoring SAP Landscape: SAP Java Monitoring Checklist 1 Please find below a table that summarizes the daily monitoring tasks that must be performed by SAP Basic Administrator :50) 2Check General Review of the System
Process (SM66) 3Check Status Application Servers (SM51) 4Check for any pending lockdown (SM 5Check for landfills in the system (ST22) 6Check log system for any errors (SM21) 7Check for any hanged updates or status updates (SM13) 8Check for over-replacement (ST02) 9Check for critical work status as backup,updatestats, checkdb etc (DB13)
10Check for long-term/unsuccessful Job Status (SM37) 11Check Database alertlogs and Performance (ST04) 12Check spool status work (SP01) 13Check cache status (sxi_cache) for PI System 14Check SLD functionality (SLDCHECK) 15Check SXI_MONITOR for PI system 16Check to lock database (DB01) Java Stack Checks 1Check Java accessibility
portal using the link 2Check server0 magazine for Java system for critical errors 3Check availability control console 4Check server status 5Check default footprint for critical errors Java 6Check Java reports for memoryconsion/replacement Os level checks the use of 1Check filesystems (should be 80%) 2Check for swap space using topas, etc. 3Check for log
files directory work on oslevel for bugs Useful links : How to change the SAP option? ? sap basis monitoring tcodes pdf. daily monitoring tcodes in sap basis. sap basis performance monitoring tcodes
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